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Abstract— The paper proposes a technique to accurately and
efficiently locate periodic steady-state solutions of electric power
systems. This technique is based on an enhanced version of the
time-domain shooting method (TDSM) and the probe-insertion
technique (PIT). The latter has been successfully applied to
low-power electronic circuits but it is innovative for the study
of electro-mechanical steady-state periodic behaviour of power
systems. With this aim, the paper discusses the inherent criti-
calities of the conventional formulation of power system models
(PSMs). Then, a novel formulation is proposed to accommodate
the hypotheses and mathematical requirements of the TDSM and
PIT. The effectiveness and numerical efficiency of the proposed
model and technique are discussed through two case studies based
on the IEEE 14-bus and WSCC 9-bus systems.

Index Terms— Hopf bifurcation, limit cycle, Floquet multipli-
ers, shooting method, probe-insertion technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanism and the physical causes that lead to the birth

of limit cycles in power systems have been object of intense

research in the last three decades [1]–[5]. However, existing

literature mainly focuses on the detection of Hopf bifurcations,

which can be tackled through the analysis of stationary points

and parametric small-signal stability analysis [6]–[9]. Existing

literature does not focus on the systematic determination of

generic limit cycles. On the other hand, in other branches of

electrical engineering research, the study of oscillators and

limit cycles has been defined and formalized in a systematic

way (see, for instance [10]–[13] and references therein).

Relevant techniques proposed in the last three decades to

determine periodic solutions of power system models (PSMs)

can be found in [14]–[20]. Most references above describe

small systems, and modelling issues are solved using ad hoc

formulations. In [15], [17], the authors define the properties

of limit cycles using a dynamic system reduction based on the

center manifold. This approximation captures the behavior of

the system in a neighborhood of the equilibria but does not

define the precise trajectory of the limit cycle.
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A more general approach to identify the trajectories of

unstable limit cycles is given in [18] and [20]. In these

references, the authors compute trajectories iteratively de-

parting from points inside and outside the stable manifold

of the limit-cycle. The trajectory of the unstable limit-cycle

is then determined through the interpolation among those

trajectories. The major drawback of this technique is the poor

computational efficiency (since it is basically a trial-and-error

technique) and, more sensibly, the difficulty to define a priori

which points are inside or outside the stable manifold of the

limit cycle.

In this paper, the formalism of two well-assessed techniques,

namely the time-domain shooting method (TDSM) [21], [22]

and probe-insertion technique (PIT) [23], [24], are applied to

the systematic determination of limit cycles in power systems.

Limit cycles (stable and unstable) can be originated by both

super- and sub-critical Hopf bifurcations or by different mech-

anisms such as fold or flip bifurcations [25]. Furthermore,

limit cycles corresponding to non-self-sustained oscillations

can be detected too. They can be found in periodically driven

systems, e.g., power system oscillations caused by wind power

fluctuations [5].

The TDSM and PIT require that the power system differential

algebraic equations (DAEs) are written in a form suitable for

the identification of limit cycles by resorting to the sensitivity

of the evolution of the system state variables with respect to

their initial conditions. In particular, the system fundamental

matrix and the monodromy matrix are two key ingredients

[26]. With this aim, the paper first discusses why the con-

ventional formulation of power system synchronous machine

models and the use of a synchronous reference for the machine

rotor speeds and angles has to be revised to allow applying

the TDSM and thus PIT. In fact, the conventional formulation

presents a “non-physical” singularity in the Jacobian matrix

of the Newton iteration scheme used to numerically solve the

boundary value problem (BVP) which is the core of the TDSM

and hence of the PIT. The presence of this singularity prevents

the use of TDSM. This is one of the main aspects considered

in the paper and the proposed reformulation of the PSM solves

this problem.

The TDSM to locate limit cycles consists in the solution of

a BVP with periodic constraints through an iterative scheme

suitable for the solution of systems of algebraic nonlinear

equations, e.g., the Newton method. If the limit cycle is the

periodic steady-state solution of an autonomous system, the

Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear algebraic system to be solved

exhibits a null eigenvalue and hence it is singular. In this case,

the BVP must be augmented with a proper phase condition to

remove such a singularity [25]. On the contrary, if the system
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is non-autonomous, the Jacobian matrix is full rank. If the

classical formulation of the PSM is considered, i.e., generator

speeds are relative to a constant synchronous reference, the

aforementioned Jacobian matrix is characterized by one ad-

ditional null eigenvalue; rank−2 and rank−1 deficiencies are

thus observed in the autonomous and non-autonomous case,

respectively.

Examples can be found in the literature where the afore-

mentioned limitations are not encountered. For instance, in

[14] and [19], the authors determine the steady-state solution

of a very simple PSM composed of a single machine connected

to an infinite bus. The latter provides a phase reference frame

that avoids the singularity of the Jacobian matrix. However,

the infinite bus model is not appropriate for real-world PSMs.

The paper shows how power system DAEs can be properly

reformulated without modifying their inherent meaning in such

a way that the TDSM and the PIT can be successfully applied

to a system of arbitrary size to locate limit cycles in the

system state space. In particular, the proposed enhanced model

yields a suitable full-rank bordered Jacobian matrix and hence

the iterative Newton scheme can safely converge [27]. The

proposed approach relies on a generalization of the well-

known concept of center of inertia (COI) [28] and, thus, it can

be easily implemented in existing power system simulators.

The contributions of the paper are twofold:

1) The TDSM is reviewed and it is highlighted why the

standard formulation of PSM does not allow locating

periodic steady-state solutions through the TDSM. It is

shown how the aforementioned formulation issue can be

solved through a matrix-bordering technique based on a

generalization of the concept of COI.

2) A systematic approach, namely the PIT, is applied to

determine both stable and unstable limit cycles exhibited

by the PSM. The determination of the latter is important

as they provide insights on the boundary of the region of

attraction of the stable equilibrium point [18], [20]. With

respect to other techniques proposed in the literature,

the PIT provides the exact trajectory of an unstable limit

cycle that, as shown in Sec. V-B, is not necessarily a

“simple” curve.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces

in details the TDSM, which is the basis of the PIT discussed

in Section III. Section IV is devoted to the power systems

transient stability model; some inherent drawbacks of the

conventional model are presented and overcome to accom-

modate the assumptions and mathematical requirements of the

TDSM. Section V illustrates the proposed model and technique

through two well-known test systems, namely the IEEE 14-

BUS and the WSCC 9-BUS networks. Finally, Section VI draws

conclusions and indicate future work directions.

II. THE TIME-DOMAIN SHOOTING METHOD

A. Outlines

The TDSM allows solving a BVP as a small number of

simpler initial value problems (IVPs) [21], [22]. In general, an

n-th order ordinary differential equation (ODE) allows setting

n independent boundary conditions – these can be initial

conditions (as in IVPs), final conditions, or a mix of the two.

To clarify things out, let us consider the following ODE

ż = f(z(t), t) , (1)

where z ∈ R
n and the time-varying Jacobian matrix of f is

denoted by fz(t). Although the PSM is described by a DAE,

for the sake of simplicity, we present the TDSM in the ODE

case. The conclusions provided in this section can be directly

extended to DAEs.

To grasp the idea inherent in the TDSM, it may be useful to

recall a classic (simplified) ballistic problem where a gunman

has a fixed position of the cannon and of the target (i.e., the

boundary conditions) but has freedom in the tilt of the cannon

and does not care about the angle of arrival of the cannonball.

If a first shot misses the target, the gunner evaluates how much

closer or farther the cannon ball gets from his objective and

finally adjusts the tilt in order to (hopefully) hit the target

with the next shot. The key of the gunman’s method is the

perturbation of the initial guess of the tilt and the evaluation

of the sensitivity of the solution (i.e., the arrival position of the

cannonball) to this perturbation. The location of limit cycles

can be visualized as a variant of the ballistic problem where the

gunman is using a boomerang instead of a cannon. In this case,

the boundary conditions represent a periodicity constraint.

For the (1) ODE, a boundary condition z(Tγ + t0) = z(t0)
for some time value Tγ defines, if it exists, a Tγ-periodic

solution, say γ, such that γ(t) = γ(t+ Tγ).
Any standard numerical integration method can be utilized

to find the solution of the IVP from time t0, with some initial

conditions z(t0), to time t0 + Tγ . Moreover, computing at

the same time the evolution of the Φ(t, t0) state transition

matrix associated with (1), i.e., the solution of the variational

equation [26]
{

Φ̇(t, t0) = fz(t)Φ(t, t0)
Φ(t0, t0) = 1n

, (2)

where 1n is the n×n identity matrix, provides the sensitivity

of the solution of the IVP problem to its initial conditions.

By introducing the state transition function ϕ(z(t0), t0, t) ≡
z(t) to make evident as the final value reached by the solution

of the IVP depends on z(t0) and t0, the periodicity condition

z(Tγ + t0) = z(t0) can be reformulated in terms of a non

linear algebraic function R to be zeroed as

R(z(t0)) = ϕ(z(t0), t0, t0 + Tγ)− z(t0) = 0 (3)

and numerically solved, for example, by using Newton method

Rz(t0)(z
i(t0))(z

i+1(t0)− zi(t0)) = −R(zi(t0)) (4)

where i is the iteration index and the Rz(t0)(z
i(t0)) Jacobian

matrix of R(z(t0)) is given by

∂ϕ(z0, t0, t)

∂z0

∣
∣
∣
∣{t=t0+Tγ

z0=zi
0

− 1n ≡ Φ
i(t0 + Tγ , t0)− 1n . (5)

Using the information embedded in Φ(t0+Tγ , t0), the initial

conditions of the IVP are corrected at next step i + 1 and a

new IVP is solved until the condition z(T + t0) = z(t0) is

(approximately) met. When this happens, the solution of the
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IVP with the right initial conditions on the interval [t0, t0 +
Tγ ] is γ. Once the Newton procedure converges towards a

periodic solution γ, the Φ(t0+T, t0) matrix converges towards

a matrix Ψ (called monodromy matrix or principal matrix)

whose eigenvalues are the µk (k = 1, ..., n) characteristic

multipliers. If the condition |µk| ≤ 1 ∀k holds, then γ, which

is a limit cycle, is stable.

This is a direct mathematical transposition of the gunman

problem: the Jacobian matrix of the Newton scheme repre-

sents, through the system state transition matrix, a measure

of the sensitivity of the final conditions with respect to initial

ones, and the sequence of IVPs, solved for proper different

values of the initial conditions, is equivalent to a sequence of

tilt adjustments.

As the number of iterations grows, each IVPs is expected

to converge to a final value of the trajectory closer and closer

to the adjusted initial one. This suggests that the TDSM is

not suited to determine unstable limit cycles if the initial

conditions of the IVP are not sufficiently close to the repeller.

The PIT introduced in Sec. II-B overcomes this limitation.

B. Bordering the Jacobian

An extremely important remark must be done in case (1)

represents an autonomous system, i.e., it does not explicitly

depend on time. In this case, a multiplier of γ, say µ1, is

equal to 1 [25]. Hence, the Jacobian (5) of the Newton scheme

introduced in the previous section tends to be singular as

the iterative procedure goes towards γ and one cannot safely

compute zi+1
0 by inverting Rz(t0)(z

i(t0)).
2

A well known technique to obtain a full rank matrix from

a singular one is through the addition of as many extra

independent rows and columns as the rank deficiency [27].

This concept is briefly outlined below. Let us assume that B

is a rank−1 deficient matrix, as it happens for Rz(t0)(z
i(t0))

when the Newton iteration scheme converges towards γ. Let

η be the right eigenvector of B corresponding to the null

eigenvalue, i.e., Bη = 0. η spans the null space of B and is

orthogonal to the image of BT.

If B is bordered with an extra row and column as follows

A =

[
B η

ηT α

]

, (6)

where α ∈ R, one obtains that det(A) 6= 0. In fact, consider

AT which has the same eigenvalues of A; if AT were singular

it would admit the ζ null space that would satisfy

[

BT η

ηT α

]

ζ
︷ ︸︸ ︷
[

ζ1

ζ2

]

= 0 . (7)

Consider the condition BTζ1+ηζ2 = 0. Since η is orthogonal

to the image of BT, it can be satisfied only when ζ1 = η and

ζ2 = 0 but this implies ηTζ1 = ηTη 6= 0 and hence Eq. (7) is

2Actually, only when R
z(t0)(z

ı̄(t0)) = Ψ − 1n the Jacobian ma-
trix of the Newton scheme is singular. This happens for the (ideal) final
iteration step ı̄. Nevertheless, from a numerical standpoint, the condition
number of R

z(t0)(z
i(t0)) increases as i tends towards ı̄. Thus inverting

R
z(t0)(z

i(t0)) becomes an issue as i increases.

not satisfied. This concludes the simple proof that bordering

the B matrix with its null space η removes its singularity.

From a practical point of view, to solve the problem (3)

for an autonomous system, one must include a new equation

(involving of course a new unknown). The new equation must

not modify the dynamics of the system. This is typically

achieved by introducing a phase condition q(z(t0), Tγ) = 0
that removes the singularity and introduces the unknown Tγ

period among the unknowns [25]. The nonlinear algebraic

function (3) becomes R(z(t0), Tγ).
In this way, the Jacobian matrix of the Newton scheme

associated with the enlarged problem becomes






Rz(t0)
∂R

∂Tγ

∇T
z(t0)

q
∂q

∂Tγ







, (8)

where ∇T
z(t0)

q is the gradient of the scalar function

q(z(t0), Tγ) computed with respect to z(t0). The resulting

bordering is quite different from (6) and, to remove the

singularity, the following conditions have to be satisfied:

C1.
∂R

∂Tγ
belongs to a subspace spanned also by the null

space of Rz(t0)

C2. ∇T
z(t0)

q ·
∂R

∂Tγ
6= 0.

Since it can be shown that the right eigenvector of Ψ

associated to µ1 is f(z(t0)) ≡ u1 [26], a typical choice

for q is the constraint imposing that the correction vector

zi+1(t0) − zi(t0) is orthogonal to f(zi(t0)) [29], [30]. In

this way, if the Newton scheme converges to the right set of

initial conditions and period of the limit cycle, it can be shown

that
∂R

∂Tγ
= ∇z(t0)q = u1 . (9)

If the periodic solution γ is characterized by more than one

unitary multiplier, i.e., the Jacobian of the Newton scheme has

more than one null eigenvalue, a single phase condition is no

longer sufficient. In this case, further bordering equations are

required, as discussed in the following sections.

III. THE PROBE-INSERTION TECHNIQUE

The PIT, originally used in harmonic balance, i.e., in the

frequency domain [31]–[33], is a valid tool to extend the

application of the TDSM to power systems. A time domain

version of the PIT was recently proposed in [23], [24]. The

remainder of this section shows how to use the PIT to reliably

locate limit cycles in the PSM.

To illustrate the basic idea underpinning the PIT, it is

assumed that the generic dynamic system described by (1) is

autonomous and admits a stable or unstable γ periodic solution

whose period is Tγ . Then the coefficients of the real Fourier

expansion of a component of γ can be determined as

vR =
2

Tγ

∫ t0+Tγ

t0

cos(ωγτ)r
Tγ(τ)dτ

vI =
2

Tγ

∫ t0+Tγ

t0

sin(ωγτ)r
Tγ(τ)dτ

, (10)
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where ωγ = 2π/Tγ and r is a selector, i.e., a column

vector whose entries are all null but one, equal to 1, which

corresponds to the considered component of γ. Let us rewrite

(1) as

ż = f(z(t)) + r[yR cos(ωpt) + yI sin(ωpt)] , (11)

and assume that, before perturbing the system, yR = yI = 0
and ωp = 2π/Tp > 0. Then, let us apply the following

modelling choices:

– a coefficient of a component of γ, e.g., vR, is slightly

perturbed;

– yI and Tγ are kept constant; and

– vI is free to vary.

Other choices of perturbed, constant and free variables are

possible, but these do not alter the results of the PIT.3 Then, an

adjusted yR can be identified such that (11) admits a periodic

solution that can be viewed as a small perturbation of γ. In

practice, the periodic trajectory can be obtained by solving a

BVP defined by (11) augmented by

κ̇R =
2

Tγ
cos(ωγt)r

Tz(t) , (12)

with yI = 0, ωp = ωγ and with the boundary conditions

z(Tγ + t0) = z(t0) and κR(t0 +Tγ)−κR(t0) = vR +∆vR.4

This BVP, whose unknowns are z0 and yR, can be solved

through the TDSM. According to Section II, the Jacobian

matrix at the i−th step of the Newton iterative scheme used

to solve the BVP (11)-(12) is
[

B ρyR

χvR
αyR

]

, (14)

where

B = Rz(t0)

ρyR
=

∂ϕ(z(t0), t0, t0 + t, yR, yI , ωp)

∂yR

χvR
= rT

2

Tp

∫ t0+Tγ

t0

Φ
i(t0 + Tp, t0) cos(ωpτ)dτ

αyR
= rT

2

Tp

∫ t0+Tγ

t0

ρyR
cos(ωpτ)dτ

, (15)

evaluated for t = t0 + Tγ , z0 = zi
0 and yR = yiR.

As far as the computation of ρyR
is concerned, evaluating

the partial derivative of (11) with respect to yR, leads to

ρ̇yR
= fzρyR

+ r cos(ωpt) . (16)

Thus, since ρyR
(t0) =

∂z0(yR)
∂yR

= 0, ρyR
can be obtained by

solving (16) along with (11).

3The PIT performance, basically in terms of converge rate of the algorithm,
is sensitive to the choice of r and to the parameters to be altered, fixed, let
free and adjusted. A detailed discussion on these aspects is beyond the scope
of this work. The interested reader can refer to [33].

4Equation (12) together with the last mentioned boundary condition yield
the integral constraint originally reported in Eq. (1) of [24]. The formulation
of this integral constraint in differential form allows us to solve (12) along
with (11) and obtain

κR(t0 + Tγ)− κR(t0) =

∫ t0+Tγ

t0

cos(ωγt)r
Tz(t)dt . (13)

The PIT is particularly useful to determine unstable γ limit

cycles of (11) with yR = yI = 0, starting from a limit cycle

with non null yR and/or yI . To explain this point, let ż = f(z)
exhibit a γ unstable limit cycle. The PIT is applied as follows.

• Step 1. Identify an initial guess for ωp. For limit cycles

originated by a Hopf bifurcation of an equilibrium E0 the

eigenvalues of the fz system Jacobian at E0 identify the

angular frequencies related to the imaginary part of these

eigenvalues. Such frequencies are good initial guesses for

ωp.

• Step 2. Select the component of z to be used to

insert the forcing term ruled by yR, yI and ωp, and

set r accordingly. Mechanisms to identify a suitable

component of z were suggested in [24], [33].

• Step 3. Set yI = 0, vR = ∆vR (with |∆vR| ≪ 1) and

yoldR = 0.

• Step 4. Solve the PIT-BVP to find a value of yR
and a set of initial conditions z0 that correspond to a

periodic solution of ż = f(z(t)) + ryR cos(ωpt) with

vR = 2
Tp

∫ t0+Tp

t0
cos(ωpτ)r

Tz(τ)dτ .

• Step 5. If yoldR yR < 0 fix v̄R = vR and go to Step

6. Otherwise, set yoldR = yR, vR = vR +∆vR and go to

Step 4.

• Step 6. Fix yR = 0 and solve the PIT-BVP to find

out a value of ωp and a set of initial conditions z0 that

correspond to a periodic solution of ż = f(z(t)) with

v̄R = 2
Tp

∫ t0+Tp

t0
cos(ωpτ)r

Tz(τ)dτ . In this final step, a

proper ρωp
and αωp

must be used in Eq. (14) instead of

ρyR
and αyR

, respectively.5

After completing Step 6, B in (14) exhibits one null

eigenvalue and the vectors ρωp
and χvR

represent a bordering

of the Jacobian of the Newton iterative scheme used to apply

the PIT.

We recall that since the PIT is applied to identify a limit

cycle of power systems, the BVP inherent to the PIT must be

further augmented by using the bordering based on the center

of inertia as detailed in Sec. IV-C and Sec. IV-D.

Information on the stability of the limit cycle detected by

using the PIT can be derived by computing a scalar G defined

as:

G = α−1
yR

[1− χvR
(ρyR

χvR
− αyR

B)ρyR
] . (18)

If G < 0 after completing Step 6, then the limit cycle is

stable, otherwise it is unstable. The interested reader can refer

to [24] for further details on this point.

IV. REVISITED POWER SYSTEM MODEL

This section presents a transient stability model of power

systems using a formal and slightly unconventional notation.

5An efficient implementation of the PIT should compute in parallel ρyR
,

ρyI
, ρωp

, χvR
, χvI

, αyR , αyI and αωp . This can be easily done by solving

the forward sensitivity problem [34], associated with (11)-(12) and

κ̇I =
2

Tγ

sin(ωγt)r
Tz(t) , (17)

not only with respect to the initial conditions (i.e., the variational equation)
but also with respect to the parameters yR, yI and ωp. This is useful to
design sweeping strategies other than that described in Step 1 - Step 6

of the algorithm described in the following.
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This notation allows applying the TDSM described in Section II

and poses the basis for the PIT discussed in Section III.

A. Outlines of standard power system models

The standard electro-mechanical equation of the rotor speed

of synchronous machines can be written as follows:

Mω̇+D(ω−ω0)−Pm(ω,x,y)+P e(δ,x,v,θ,y)=0 (19)

where the dependence on time is dropped to gain compactness.

Being M the number of machines, symbols in (19) have the

following meaning:

– ω(t) ∈ R
M are the rotor speeds of the machines;

– ω0 ∈ R is the reference synchronous frequency;

– δ(t) ∈ R
M are the rotor angles of the machines;

– M ∈ R
M×M is a diagonal matrix whose entries model

the inertia constants of the machines;

– x(t) ∈ R
N are the N state variables of the PSM (ω

and δ excluded) that may influence the dynamics of the

machines,

– y(t) ∈ R
S are all the algebraic variables of the PSM but

v and θ;

– D ∈ R
M×M is a diagonal matrix whose entries djj

(for j = 1, . . . ,M ) model the damping factor of the

machines;

– v(t) ∈ R
P and θ(t) ∈ R

P are bus voltages and phases,

respectively, where P are the number of buses;

– Pm(ω,x,y) ∈ R
M is the mechanical power regulated

by controllers depending on ω, x, and y;

– P e(δ,x,v,θ,y) ∈ R
M is the electrical power ex-

changed by machines.

The DAEs ruling the dynamics of the whole PSM are defined

as:






δ̇ − Ω(ω − ω0) = 0

Mω̇+D(ω − ω0)−Pm(ω,x,y)+P e(δ,x,v,θ,y)=0

ẋ− F (δ,ω,x,v,θ,y) = 0

G (δ,ω,x,v,θ,y) = 0

(20)

where F ( · ) and G( · ) complete the model of the machines,

and Ω is the base synchronous frequency in rad/s. F ( · )
accounts for regulators and other dynamics included in the

system, while G( · ) models algebraic constraints such as

lumped models of transmission lines, transformers and static

loads. Note that the standard power flow equations are a subset

of G( · ) and are used to compute a stationary solution. In

particular, power flow equations involve v and θ only. As

detailed in [35], the power flow (PF) solution (hereinafter

denoted with the subscript PF) is used to determine the initial

equilibrium point of (20).

To better understand the discussion provided later on in this

section, it is important to note that P e( · ) does not singularly

depend on θPF and δPF but on their difference θPF − δPF only.

This means that a shifted set of variables δ′ = δPF + δ̄ (δ̄ ∈ R)

still satisfy (20).

From the viewpoint of dynamical systems theory, the con-

sideration above means that the stationary PSM solution is not

an isolated equilibrium but it is embedded in a continuum of

equilibria [36]. This is confirmed by an always null eigenvalue

of the Jacobian matrix of the PSM linearized at any PF solution

[35]. This should not surprise as the classical PSM aims

at representing the envelope of the actual system dynamics

through a PF solution. In other words, the periodic steady-state

solution at the fundamental frequency with a constant envelope

is actually represented as a constant PF solution playing the

role of a stationary solution. All together, the admissible

shifted PF solutions represent a one-dimensional manifold Γ
(parametrized by δ̄) in the phase space.6 A projection of

this manifold in the M−dimensional subspace of the state

variables δ is the locus of point δ′ = δPF + δ̄.

B. From polar to rectangular coordinates

Since the objective is the location of periodic steady-state

solutions of the PSM, periodic orbits must be represented

as such. This apparently trivial statement is actually not

generally satisfied by the standard formulation of PSM in polar

coordinates. A recast of (20) in rectangular coordinates is

required since the TDSM is based on the formulation of a

BVP with periodic constraints. In fact, it can happen that a

limit cycle in rectangular coordinates is a diverging trajectory

in polar coordinates having a phase angle arbitrary increasing

in time. To clarify this important point, let us consider the

following autonomous polar oscillator example
{
ρ̇+ ρ− ρ0 = 0

δ̇ − Ω(ω − ω0) = 0
, (21)

whose steady-state solution, i.e., ρ(t) = ρ0 and δ(t) =
Ω (ω − ω0) t is unbounded (the initial condition δ(t0) = 0
is assumed). However, if (21) is recast using the following

c = ρ cos(δ)
s = ρ sin(δ)

, (22)

i.e., using rectangular coordinates, the system exhibits a trivial

periodic solution.

PSM can exhibit a similar behavior as (21). In fact, there can

exist steady-state solutions of (20) such that ω−ω0 = ∆ω 6= 0

is a constant vector and ω̇ = 0. This can happen, for example,

as a consequence of the droop control of primary frequency

regulation. In this case, as t increases, δ(t) linearly tends to

∞ and so does θ(t). Nevertheless, the rectangular coordinates

of voltage phasors, namely, vq(t) and vd(t) components

of (v,θ), are periodic time varying functions describing a

close trajectory. Thus the trajectory is divergent in the polar

coordinate frame and periodic in rectangular coordinates.

To avoid the divergent behavior of polar coordinates, the

first equation of (20) is recast using a rectangular reference

frame. Each component δj of δ is projected onto the unit

circle in R
2 using the transformation (22) with ρ = 1, i.e.,

(δj , 1) → (cj , sj). Since there are two new unknowns for each

entry of δ, the first equation in (20) is replaced by M pairs

of equations. Introducing the vectors c and s storing the state

6The phase space is the space in which all possible states of a dynamical
system are represented. For a DAE the dimension of the phase space is the
given by the number of differential variables. In this case such a dimension
is 2M +N .
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variables cj and sj (for j = 1, ...,M ), the other equations of

(20) are properly modified and the new set of PSM equations






ċ+Ω(∆ω − ωo) s = 0

ṡ− Ω(∆ω − ωo) c = 0

Mω̇+D(ω − ω0)−Pm(ω,x,y)+P e(c, s,x,v,θ,y)=0

ẋ− F (c, s,ω,x,v,θ,y) = 0

G (c, s,ω,x,v,θ,y) = 0

(23)

is obtained, where ∆ω is a diagonal matrix whose entries

∆ωjj
= ωj , for j = 1, ..,M .7

Let us consider again the one-dimensional manifold Γ
introduced in Section IV-A. When dealing with PSM equations

in rectangular coordinates, the inherent periodicity of δ angles

makes Γ a closed one-dimensional curve in R
3M+N , being

3M +N the new dimension of the phase space.

C. On the unit multipliers of the power system model periodic

orbits

If the PSM exhibits a periodic (un)stable steady-state solu-

tion γ, originated, for instance, from a Hopf bifurcation of the

PF solution, such a limit cycle has to be handled with care. As

a matter of fact, as it happens for the PF equilibria, γ is not

an isolated limit cycle but it is embedded in a continuum of

limit cycles [37]. This occurs since the PSM aims at isolating

one of the infinite possible solutions γ, exactly as it does

for the PF ones. Each one of these infinite periodic solutions

represents the periodic modulation of the constant envelope of

the periodic steady-state solution at the fundamental frequency

represented as a constant PF solution.

These modulated envelopes differ only by a constant shift

of their δ components and a continuum of periodic solutions

is thus often considered as an isolated limit cycle. Among

the drawbacks of this modelling approach, if γ is a self-

sustained limit cycle, i.e., the system is not periodically forced,

its monodromy matrix has two unit multipliers. One of them

is trivial, as discussed in Subsection II-A, but the other one

is a direct consequence of the limit cycle isolation procedure

which is inherent of the PSM. The non-trivial unitary Floquet

multiplier is the equivalent of the always null eigenvalue of

the Jacobian matrix of the PSM that can be found for any PF

solution [35]. If the system is non-autonomous, i.e., there is

a periodic external signal forcing it, only the non trivial null

multiplier is observed in the monodromy matrix of γ.

The considerations above pose issues if one aims at locating

γ through the TDSM since, as shown in Section II-B, unit

multipliers correspond to rank deficiency of the Jacobian

matrix involved in the Newton scheme used to solve the

periodic BVP.

D. Bordering based on the center of inertia

As a first step, in (23), a constant co ∈ R is added to cj
in all the M pairs of equations ruling the machine dynamics

7Further details concerning numerical aspects related to the described
variable transformation are provided in Appendix A.

thus obtaining
{
ċ+Ω(∆ω − ωo) s = 0

ṡ− Ω(∆ω − ωo) (c+ co) = 0
, (24)

where the co constant is used only in the detection of γ limit

cycles through the TDSM and it is set to 0 to solve the PF. An

equivalent result is obtained by adding a constant so ∈ R to

the sj variables.8

In this way, the conventional structure of machine models

is preserved. When the TDSM is applied, the PSM is integrated

in parallel with its variational equations (see Subsection II-A)

thus achieving the sensitivity of its trajectories with respect to

their initial conditions.

If the system is non-autonomous, the period Tγ is imposed

by the time-varying periodic driving function and a phase

condition is not needed. If the system is autonomous, a phase

condition is introduced to remove the trivial unit multiplier of

the monodromy matrix and to identify Tγ .

In both cases, to remove the non-trivial singularity of

the Jacobian, induced by the second unit multiplier of the

monodromy matrix, a bordering equation is added taking the

cue from the COI expression [28] in rectangular coordinates.

In particular, the following equation is used

qc(c, s,ω,x
︸ ︷︷ ︸

z

, co) =

∑

j Mj (cj(t0) + co)
∑

j Mj
= 0 (25)

where Mj is the inertia constant of the j-th machine, and co is

updated during the iterations of the Newton scheme used in the

TDSM to compute the steady-state solution and, at converge,

it isolates a limit cycle among the infinite equivalent ones as

discussed in Subsection IV-C.

If in (24) a constant so is added to s instead of adding co
to c, one should use

qs(c, s,ω,x, so) =

∑

j Mj (sj(t0) + so)
∑

j Mj
= 0 .

As far as conditions C1 and C2 are concerned (see Section

II-B), in general, it is not trivial to verify that a chosen

bordering equation fulfills them, since Ψ depends on the

dynamical equations governing the system and on the specific

limit cycle γ the monodromy matrix is referred to. The authors

have tested (25) for several power systems, including but

not limited to the case studies discussed in Section V. The

proposed expression for qc(z(t0), co) revealed suitable in all

cases.

V. CASE STUDIES

In this section, the proposed TDSM is applied to two

well-known test systems: (i) the IEEE 14-BUS system, which

shows a stable limit cycle; and (ii) the WSSC 9-BUS system,

which shows an unstable limit cycle coexisting with a stable

equilibrium point.

In both examples, a preliminary parametric analysis to

determine the occurrence of Hopf bifurcations is solved. With

this aim, load power consumption as well as generation active

8From a practical point of view, because of numerical issues, these
equations are modified as described in Appendix A.
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power productions are parametrized by means of a scalar

loading level λ. Bifurcation analysis of the PF solutions is not

a prerequisite to apply neither the TDSM nor the PIT. Such a

bifurcation analysis, however, provides a rationale behind the

occurrence of limit cycles.

PQ load power consumption is defined as:

pL = p0
L (1 + λ) (26)

qL = q0
L (1 + λ)

where p0
L and q0

L are load base-case active and reactive

powers, respectively. In a similar way, PV generator active

powers are defined as:

pG = p0
G (1 + λ) (27)

where p0
G are the generator base-case active power produc-

tions. The models above are used to define the power flow

solution, then machine and regulator variables are initialized

according to the operating point.

The reported simulations were performed on INTEL-i7 2.3

GHz personal computer equipped with 16 GByte RAM, run-

ning LINUX-MINT.9

A. IEEE 14-bus test system

The proposed TDSM was firstly applied to the IEEE 14-

BUS test system. Generators are described by fifth and sixth

order models with voltage regulators (IEEE type I) and turbine

governors. To force the occurrence of Hopf bifurcations and

following limit cycles, no power system stabilizer is included

in the system. All static and dynamic data can be found in

[28].

A sweep of the loading level parameter λ shows that a

Hopf bifurcation occurs for λ = λ∗ ≈ 0.2802. For λ = 0.4,

the eigenvalues lay “well inside” the instability region and a

time domain analysis evidences the existence of a stable limit

cycle. Since stable limit cycles can be determined using a

conventional time domain simulation, the use of the PIT is not

strictly necessary. However, the time domain simulation only

provide a qualitative information. Then, matrix bordering is

still necessary as discussed in Subsection II-B. By observing

the imaginary part of the pair of eigenvalues generating the

Hopf, we chose a frequency of 1.442Hz as initial guess for

TDSM. At convergence of the TDSM, the working frequency

was 1.430Hz, that is very close to the initial value. Fig. 1

shows the projection of the orbit on the (V1, ω1) plane, where

V1 is the voltage phasor magnitude at bus 1 and ω1 is the

working angular frequency of the generator connected to bus

1.

Finally, we consider the Floquet multipliers, e.g., the

eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix, of the obtained

stationary solution. By computing and sorting in descending

order the moduli of Floquet multipliers, the two largest

ones are equal to 1, as expected, since they are due to the

autonomous nature of the power system and to the PSM

structure as detailed in Subsection IV-C. The third largest

9The proposed methods were implemented in our simulator PAN [38] that
can be downloaded from brambilla.ws.dei.polimi.it.

7 · 104 7.5 · 104
0.998

1.0

1.002
ω1

V1[V ]

Fig. 1. A projection of the stable limit cycles on the plane (V1, ω1) obtained
for the overloaded IEEE 14-BUS test system (λ = 0.4). V1 is the voltage
phasor magnitude at bus 1 voltage and ω1 is the working angular frequency
of the generator connected to bus 1.

0 0.1 0.2 λ
∗ 0.4

1.0000

1.0005

1.0010

1.0015
max(ω1)

λ

Fig. 2. Bifurcation diagram for the IEEE 14-BUS test system for λ ∈ [0, 0.4].
The gray dot represents the super-critical Hopf bifurcation of the PF solution
that is stable for λ < λ∗ (black solid line) and unstable for λ > λ∗

(black dashed line). Black dots represent limit cycles originated from the Hopf
bifurcation. The square corresponds to the limit cycle depicted in Fig. 1.

Floquet multiplier is equal to 0.986, thus confirming the

stability of the periodic orbit shown in Fig. 1.

The TDSM and the computation of the eigenvalues of the

principal matrix required 720ms of CPU time; 8 iterations of

the Hybrid-Newton method [39] were required to obtain the

steady-state solution.

To validate that the limit cycle obtained by resorting to

the TDSM for λ = 0.40 is actually originated by the Hopf

bifurcation of the PF solution, we decreased λ from 0.4 to

λ∗ moving on a discrete grid of values of this parameter and

the TDSM was applied at all of these values. Figure 2 shows

the bifurcation diagram of ω1, i.e., the angular speed of the

generator connected to bus 1, for each λ value both for the

PF solution and the limit cycle. The diagram confirms that the

Hopf bifurcation is super-critical and the limit cycle obtained

for λ = 0.40 is originated from such a bifurcation.
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B. WSCC 9-bus test system

In this case study, we consider the WSSC 9-BUS 3-machine

system described in [40]. Generators are modelled using the

d-q axis model and automatic voltage regulators (IEEE type

I). The parametric analysis shows that for λ = λ∗ ≈ 1.0571
the equilibrium point becomes unstable and undergoes a sub-

critical Hopf bifurcation. Since the Hopf bifurcation is sub-

critical, an interval (λ−, λ
∗) exists such that an unstable limit

cycle coexists with the PF solution [25]. This result is local

with respect to λ∗. Note that, in this case, the time domain

simulation does not help as trajectories cannot fall on the

unstable limit cycle.

The steps of the PIT described in Section III are applied after

having recast the PSM in rectangular coordinates as discussed

in Subsection IV-B. The external signal forcing the system

was added to the equations describing the dynamics of the c
variable (see (23)) of the machine connected to bus 2. The

algorithm starts with vR = 10−2 and ω = 4π/5. In Step 4 a

first limit cycle of the forced system is located corresponding

to yR = −0.0837 (see the curve a in Fig. 3).

The procedure continues iterating from Step 5 to Step

4 until vR = 0.0259 when yR becomes positive (c curve in

Fig. 3). At each iteration, vR is increased by 10%. Then Step

6 is solved and a limit cycle of the autonomous system is

obtained for yR = yI = 0, vR = 0.0214, vI = 0.0381 and

ω = 2.5424 (light gray curve in Fig. 3). Evaluating (18), one

can find G = 31.4833 > 0, i.e., the limit cycle is unstable.

This is also confirmed by computing the Floquet multipliers

of the periodic orbit. In fact, the magnitude of the largest

multiplier is 2.2347.

As discussed in [18], [20], it is important to determine

unstable limit cycles as they provide the boundary of the region

of attraction of the stable equilibrium point. With respect to

other techniques proposed in the literature, the PIT is able to

define the exact trajectory of the limit cycle, which, as shown

in Fig. 3 is not necessarily a “simple” curve.

The PIT took 14.43 s CPU time; this time is greater than that

of the IEEE 14-BUS case since several TDSM simulations were

performed during Step 4 and Step 6 of the PIT.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The paper shows an application of TDSM and PIT to

determine limit cycles in power systems. The main advantage

of the proposed technique is the ability to identify both stable

and unstable periodic orbits in a unique framework. Moreover,

the technique shows a lower computational burden than other

techniques proposed in the literature, e.g., [20].

The paper also proposes an unconventional formulation of

the power system model to cope with the requirements of

the TDSM. The main feature of the proposed model concerns

the representation of the speed reference of synchronous

machines. This model is basically a generalized center of

inertia and involves a recast of the variables to avoid aperiodic

drifting of machine angles.

Future works will focus on two directions. The extension

of the proposed techniques to power systems with inclusion

of hard limits and/or discontinuities on the right hand side

0.999 0.9995 1
0.999

0.9995

1

ω2

ω1

a

c

b

Fig. 3. A projection of the limit cycles obtained with the PIT on the plane
(ω1, ω2). ω1 and ω2 are the rotor speeds of the machines of the WSSC 9-
BUS test system connected to bus 1 and 2, respectively. The first limit cycle
obtained for vR = 10−2 is labeled with a. The label c corresponds to the
last limit cycle obtained for vR = 0.0259. yR changes sign from negative
to positive from the b limit cycle to the c one. The light gray limit cycle is
detected at Step 6 and it corresponds to an unstable periodic steady-state
solution of the autonomous systems, i.e., yR = yI = 0.

of differential equations (see, for example, [4]) appears as a

completion of the work presented in this paper. The proposed

generalization of the center of inertia indicates that a proper

reformulation of synchronous machine equations allows ap-

plying techniques that are well-assessed in circuit analysis.

Rethinking power system models based on rigorous formalism

appears as a challenging field of research.

APPENDIX A

The projection of each component δj of δ on the unit

circle in R
2, using the transformation (22) with ρ = 1, i.e.,

(δj , 1) → (cj , sj), must be handled with care if one aims at

numerically solving (23). As matter of fact linear multi-step

integration methods, which are largely used to solve non-linear

stiff DAEs warp time and introduce additional damping factors

[41]. This means that, from a numerical point of view, focusing

on the j−th machine, the dynamics of cj and sj is ruled by

the following equations

{
ċj + λc

jcj + sjΩ(ωj − ωo) = 0
ṡj + λs

jsj − cjΩ(ωj − ωo) = 0
, (28)

where λc
j and λs

j are real parameters depending on the cho-

sen integration method. It is worth realizing that, at the PF

equilibrium, i.e., for ωj = ωo, the state variables cj and sj
do not remain constant but collapse towards (0, 0) as far as

the simulation time increases. To avoid this one can use the

dynamical equation ρ̇j+ρj−1 = 0. In this way, the numerical

integration procedure provides the steady-state solution ρj = 1
and δj is guaranteed to belong to the unit circle, thus satisfying

c2j +s2j = 1. In other words, ρj is not assumed to be 1 but it is
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forced to be so. In this way, the equation ruling the dynamics

of δj becomes






ċj + cj + sjΩ(ωj − ωo)− cj
(
c2j + s2j

)−1/2
= 0

ṡj + sj − cjΩ(ωj − ωo)− cj
(
c2j + s2j

)−1/2
= 0

(29)

and the PSM equations (23) must be updated.

As far as (24) is concerned, if the constant co is adopted,

the equations ruling the j−th machine read






ċj + (cj + co) + sjΩ(ωj − ωo)+

−(cj + co)
[
(cj + co)

2 + s2j
]−1/2

= 0

ṡj + sj − sjΩ(ωj − ωo)− sj
[
(cj + co)

2 + s2j
]−1/2

= 0

.

(30)
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